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We establish a basic connection between certain blocking sets in PG(2, q) and 
nuclei. Using Segre’s lemma of tangents we obtain new results on these topics. In 
the case of PG(2, q) the result obtained on nuclei strengthens a more general result 
of Cameron and Fisher that is valid for arbitrary planes of order q. ,o 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
The notion of a blocking set in various structures has been studied 
extensively since it occurs in a variety of contexts (see for example [6]). 
For the case of a projective plane rc recall that a blocking set is a set S of 
points such that every line of rc contains at least one point in S and at least 
one point not in S. It transpires that the minimum size of S gives important 
information on the structure of the code associated with 71 in the finite case 
so that a knowledge of blocking sets is of fundamental significance in 
connection with existence questions for rc. However, even in the case of the 
classical affine (and projective) planes AG(2, q) (and PG(2, q)) over the 
finite field GF(q), the study of blocking sets is of considerable interest. 
For example, in [9], by an ingenious algebraic argument, Jamison shows 
that if S is a blocking set in AG(2, q) then S has at least 2q - 1 points: in 
symbols ISI > 2q - 1. This result can then also be applied to blocking sets 
in PG(2, q). This was first shown in [4], and the same idea is developed 
in [2, 51. The connection between blocking sets in PG(2, q) and the 
algebraic work of L. Redei [la] was first described in [3]. 
In this note we establish a basic connection between nuclei and blocking 
sets of Redei type. Along the way we obtain a result on nuclei in PG(2, q) 
which strengthens a result in Cameron [7] and Fisher [S]: their result, 
however, is valid for any projective plane of order q. 
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To begin, let T be any set of q + 1 points in a projective plane of order 
q. A nucleus of T is a point P such that each line through P meets T exactly 
once. It follows that P is not in T. Let N(T) denote the set of all nuclei 
of T. 
THEOREM 1. In E= PG(2, q) let T be a set of q + 1 points not all on a 
line. Assume that some line 1 of x contains more than q/2 nuclei qf T. Then 
all nuclei of T lie on 1. 
Proof Let B, C be any two nuclei of T on 1. Assume there exists a 
nucleus A of T not on 1. Put AB n T= X, BC n T = Y, AC n T= Z. By 
Segre’s celebrated lemma of tangents argument (see [ 111) we have that 
X, Y, Z are collinear. Now fix A, B and vary C on 1. Then the line XY 
contains at least 2 + 1 points of T, where 1” = IN(T) n II denotes the number 
of nuclei of T on 1. By hypothesis there exists a point P of T not on the 
line XY. If U is any point of T on XY, then PUn I is a non-nucleus of T 
on the line 1. Therefore the number of non-nuclei of T on I is at least II + 1. 
Then 2 + i + 1 <q + 1 giving ,! <q/2. 
Remarks. 1. In [7,8] Cameron and Fisher show, in particular, that if 
rt is any projective plane of order q and if some line I of rc contains at least 
q - & nuclei of T then all nuclei of T lie on 1. The case of equality in this 
bound is also characterized in [7, 81. 
2. The main positive result on nuclei is due to Blokhuis and Wilbrink 
[ 11. They show that, in PG(2, q), if T is any set of q + 1 points with 
lN( T)j 2 q then T is the set of points on a line. 
We now apply the result of Theorem 1 to blocking sets. In a projective 
plane rc of order q let W be a blocking set with 1 WI = q + k. Then no line 
of n can contain more than k points of W. If some line of rr contains exactly 
k points of W then W is said to be of Redei type. For an explanation of 
this terminology see [4]. Next, let V be any set of q points of 7c not all 
collinear. For any line x of rt missing V we define RV(x), the Redei set of 
x with respect to V, by 
R,,(x)={ABn.xJA, Bin VandAZB). 
As pointed out to me by T. G. Ostrom several years ago, if R,,(x) s x then 
Vu R”(x) is a blocking set of Redei type containing V: let us denote it by 
V(x). We may ask: For which line x of rr missing V is the blocking set V(x) 
of minimal cardinality? 
The main result gives a partial answer to this question for the special 
case when rr = PG(2, q). 
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THEOREM 2. Let S be any set of q points in 71 = PG(2, q) not all on a line. 
Let x be a line of n missing S such that IRs(x)I < q/2 + 1. Then for all other 
lines y of n missing S we have IRs(.v)l = q + 1, i.e., R,(y) =y if we regard 
y as a point set. 
ProoJ Let y # x be a line of z missing S and let A = y n x. It follows 
that A is in R,(x). Put T= SW A. Then T is a set of q + 1 points not all 
on a line, and all points of x - R,(x) are nuclei of T. If there exists a point 
P in y - R,(y) then P is also a nucleus of T. Also, since A is in R,(x), then 
A is in R,(y), so that P # A. Therefore P is a nucleus of T not on x. From 
Theorem 1 it follows that Jx - R,(x)1 d q/2, yielding the result. 
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